WE ARE SO HAPPY TO WELCOME YOU BACK TO L’ARTUSI! FOR EVERYONE’S SAFETY WE KINDLY REQUEST THAT MASKS BE WORN WHEN YOU ARE INTERACTING WITH OUR STAFF. THANK YOU!

L’ARTUSI

ANTIPASTI
PEAR & ROSEMARY SOURDOUGH FOCACCIA NONNA ROSE’S PEPPERS  8
RICOTTA SEASONAL COMPOTE, BUTTERMILK CRACKERS  12
BEEF & GRAPES CHEVRE, HAZELNUT, MIZUNA, PARSLEY OIL, SABA  19
MISTICANZA CHICORIES, FENNEL, MAPLE WALNUTS, PIAVE VECCHIO  19
ROMAINE CAESAR ANCHOVIES, RADISHES, MUSTARD, SOURDOUGH, PARMIGIANO  19
ROASTED MUSHROOMS PANCETTA, FRIED EGG, CHILES, RICOTTA SALATA  20
ZUPPA DI RIBOLITA TUSCAN KALE, CANNELLINI, FOCACCIA, PECORINO  14
TUNA CRUDO CITRUS, FENNEL, OLIVE, CHILI, TARRAGON  19

PASTA
SPAGHETTI GARLIC, CHILES, PARMIGIANO  22
GARGANELLI MUSHROOM RAGU, RICOTTA SALATA  23
BUCATINI PANCETTA, TOMATO, CHILES, PECORINO  23
TAGLIATELLE BOLOGNESE BIANCO, PARMIGIANO  25
PICI “CACIO E PEPE,” BLACK PEPPER, PECORINO, PARMIGIANO  21
BEET CASUNZIE POPPY SEEDS, ORANGE, RICOTTA SALATA  22
CAVATELLI LAMB NECK RAGU, MINT, RICOTTA  25

SECONDI
CHARRED OCTOPUS POTATOES, CHILES, OLIVES, PANCETTA  24
BRANZINO ROASTED LEMON, OLIVES, HONEY  28
ROASTED CHICKEN HEN OF THE WOODS, SCALLION, LEMON  32
HANGER STEAK CRISPY POTATOES, SALSA BIANCA  32
L’BURGER TALEGGIO, PICKLED CHILI AIOLI, HEIRLOOM TOMATO, ARUGULA, CRISPY POTATOES  26

CONTORNI
CRISPY POTATOES SALSA BIANCA  10
BRUSSELS SPROUTS LEMON, PECORINO  10

DOLCI
OLIVE OIL CAKE RAISIN MARMELLATA, VIN SANTO, CRÈME FRAICHE  14
SALTED CHOCOLATE CAKE CARAMEL POPCORN, BOURBON GELATO  14
WARM CHOCOLATE CHIP-CINNAMON COOKIES  8
BLOOD ORANGE SORBET  12
PASSION FRUIT STRACCIATELLA  12